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SUMMARY
Advanced entry vehicles, such as the proposed Aero-assisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle, provide new
and challenging problems for spectroscopy. Large portions of the flow field about such vehicles will be
characterized by chemical and thermal nonequilibrium. Only by considering the actual overlap of the
atomic and rotational lines emitted by the species present can the impact of radiative transport within the
flow field be assessed correctly. To help make such an assessment, a new computer program is described
that can generate high-resolution, line-by-line spectra for any spin-allowed transitions in diatomic
molecules. The program includes the matrix elements for the rotational energy and distortion to fourth
order, the spin-orbit, spin-spin, and spin-rotation interactions to fast order;, and the lambda splitting by a
perturbation calculation. An overview of the Computational Chemistry Branch at Ames Research Center is
also presented.
INTRODUCTION
It is indeed a great pleasure for me to be here at Tehany and to participate in this conference dedicated
to Professor Kov_ics. His dedicated and creative research of over 50 years has brought order and clarity to
the study of diatomic spectroscopy and has provided us with an incredible array of practical and elegant
formulae that enable us to calculate realistic spectra. His work has certainly been the basis for much of my
own work. His book (Kov_ics, 1969) on the "Rotational Structure in the Spectra of Diatomic Molecules"
presents the theory in a logical step-by-step way and the results in an easy to use format. Professor
Kov_cs, I am sure that all of us here have been, and will continue to be, influenced greatly by your
accomplishments. We thank you very sincerely, and we wish you continued success in your life and
research.
I am also pleased to be here as an unofficial representative of NASA. The coming year (1989) after
nearly 3 years of pain, soul-searching, and redesign, will see the rebirth of the Shuttle program and at least
two launches of great scientific and spectroscopic interest: the placing of the Hubble telescope in Earth
orbit and the launch of the Galileo Jupiter-entry mission. The Hubble telescope will see farther back into
time than ever before possible, and the Jupiter entry probe will provide direct in situ measurements in the
atmosphere of this mysterious giant. We expect the new discoveries made by these missions to greatly
increase our understanding of the universe and they will, I am sure, provide a vast army of new puzzles to
be solved. Unfortunately, we will need to be very patient for results from the Galileo mission, as the
transit time to Jupiter will be approximately 7 long years.
aMailing address: NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035.
The U.S.S.R.is alsoplanningseveralexcitingspacelaunchesin 1989 and will land two probes on the
surface of the small, 30-km-oblong, Martian moon Phobos. NASA will be cooperating in this mission by
providing deep space tracking information to the U.S.S.R. We all hope for world peace, and I believe that
the expansion of such cooperative scientific efforts help to achieve our true destiny as one people, one
world.
The emphasis of this paper, however, is not on current scientific missions, but instead is focused on
some of the ways that spectroscopy will help in building the knowledge base needed to design future
advanced atmospheric entry vehicles. A perspective for this work is provided by a brief description of the
proposed National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) and the Aero-assisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle (AOTV)
concepts and a description of the Aero-assist Flight Experiment (AFE) project. As a part of this per-
spective, the importance of assessing the impact of radiative transport on an AOTV is described and a new
computer program for calculating high-resolution spectra needed for making this assessment is discussed.
The last section of the paper highlights the Computational Chemistry Branch at Ames Research Center,
and some of its latest results are presented to illustrate the present state of theoretical spectroscopic
research.
OVERVIEW OF NASP AND AOTV
The proposed NASP and AOTV have produced a renaissance in atmospheric entry studies after a hia-
tus of nearly 15 years. They have reopened old areas of study and placed new demands on the technology
base.
An artist's conception of what the NASP might look like is shown in figure 1. The NASP represents
an ultimate aero-space plane that would take off from a traditional runway, fly through the atmosphere at
high speed, and proceed on into near-Earth space. It is conceived as a possible follow-on to the Shuttle
vehicle and would function as a re.supply and cargo vehicle for the space station. An alternate version of
the NASP may not have a space capability, but instead will function as an intercontinental passenger air-
craft, which would fly in the upper reaches of the atmosphere and be able to travel from Los Angeles to
Tokyo in about 2 hours.
A possible design of an AOTV is shown in figure 2. This spacecraft is intended to ferry people and
cargo between geosynchronous orbit and low Earth orbit or between the moon and low Earth orbit. The
payload of an orbital transfer vehicle can be approximately doubled if the Earth's atmosphere, rather than a
retrorocket, is used to dissipate the kinetic energy of such a vehicle after it has returned from a high orbit
and before it is inserted into a low Earth orbit.
The NASP and AOTV differ from previous entry vehicles, such as Apollo and Space Shuttle, in that
they are intended to fly at high altitude and high speed for considerable periods of time. Under these con-
ditions the air flowing around them will be characterized by extensive regions that are not in either chemi-
cal or thermal equilibrium, i.e., the collision rate in the reacting flow field is too low to promote equilib-
rium before the gas flows through a significant portion of the flow field.
One important result of these flight conditions is that the radiative heating of the vehicle will be greatly
enhanced. Thus, the design of safe and efficient vehicles requires that the radiative heating from the
nonequilibrium flow field around the vehicles be known accurately. This situation provides an important
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impetusto spectroscopicresearchandto thedevelopmentof engineeringmethodsbasedonspectroscopic
techniquesandresults.
Flow-field solutionsmustbedevelopedthatcouplefluid mechanics,chemicalreactions,otherrelax-
ationphenomena,andradiativetransport.Theradiativeportionof theproblemrequiresknowledgeof the
excitationstate,thehigh-temperatureproperties,andthespectroscopicparametersof thespeciespresentin
theflow field, aswell astheavailabilityof computationaltoolsnecessaryto calculatetheradiativetransport
to ahigh degreeof precision.
Thetechnologybasenecessaryto designNASPandAOTV vehiclesis beingdeveloped.However,
becauseof theincreasein knowledgenecessaryin manyscientificandengineeringdisciplines,it is quite
likely thatintermediatetestvehicleswill beflown beforeanactualvehicleis designed.TheNASPpro-
gramhasnotyet advancedto thestageof havinganapprovedtestvehicleprogram.TheAOTV has
reachedthis stageof development,andthetestprogramiscalledtheAero-assistFlightExperiment(AFE).
TheAFE testvehiclefor theAOTV is shownin figure3 asit mightappearasit enterstheEarth's
atmosphere.A tentativemissionprofile for theAFE is shownin figure4. Thisprofile showsthevehicle
beinglaunchedfrom theShuttle,beingpropelledtowardtheEarthto simulatereturnfrom a geosyn-
chronousorbit, flying throughtheEarth'supperatmosphereat analtitudeof about70kin, leavingthe
atmosphere,andbeingrecoveredby theShuttle.
A largeamountof high-andlow-resolutionspectroscopic,pressure,acceleration,andtemperaturedata
will berecordedduring theflight throughtheatmosphere.Thesedatawill providearealisticdatabasefor
areasonablylargevehicleagainstwhichpredictionsandpredictivetechniquescanbeevaluated,andwill
leadto thedevelopmentof amoreadvancedandreliablecomputationalcapability. Someimportantaspects
of theAFE projectthataredirectlyrelatedto thebaseof spectroscopicknowledgearediscussedin thefol-
lowing section.
AFE AND RADIATIVE TRANSPORT
The radiometric data taken during the AFE flight is crucial in helping to understand the chemistry and
excitation mechanisms taking place in the flow field. Interpreting these data will involve a complex inter-
play of predictions based on various flow-field, chemical, excitation, and radiation models. The signal
recorded by each radiometric instrument will be an integral of all optical effects taking place within the
view field and optical bandpass of that instrument. The principal tool for interpreting these data will be the
flow-field solution being developed by the people on the project team who are expert in various aspects of
computational fluid dynamics.
The accuracy of the flow-field solution will depend upon realistic chemical and excitation models, and
upon accurate reaction rates, cross sections, partition functions, transport properties, and transition
moments in gases characterized by multiple temperatures, some of which are well above the temperatures
at which reliable experimental data are available.
Dr. Chul Park at Ames Research Center, and a member of the AFE team, has developed a two-
temperature (TFv) model of the reacting flow and a quasi-steady state (QSS) model of the electronic exci-
tation of the atomic and molecular species in the nonequilibrium flow field. The TYv model equates the
kinetic temperature of the atoms and molecules and the rotational temperature. It also equates the vibra-
tional,electronicexcitationandelectronkinetic temperatures.TheQSSmodelassumesthattheresultant
populationof anelectronicstatechangesmuchmoreslowly thantheseparateratesfor populatingand
depopulatingthestate.
TheTTv model greatly simplifies the flow-field solution, and the QSS models the calculation of radia-
tive intensities. These models appear to give reasonable results when compared to available experimental
data for compressive flow, such as those on the front surface of an entry vehicle, but they may not be valid
for the expanding flow from the outer edge of the vehicle into the wake region.
Computer programs for the one-dimensional reacting flow behind a normal shock wave and along the
stagnation streamline between a normal shock wave and a blunt body have been written by Dr. Park using
the TTv and QSS models. Some sample results generated by the stagnation streamline program for condi-
tions appropriate for the AFE flight trajectory are shown in figure 5. Only a qualitative description of the
flow field is given, as all reference to flight and thermodynamic conditions have been removed from the
figure.
Figure 5 shows that the heavy-particle kinetic temperature jumps to a high value directly behind the
shock wave where the vibrational temperature is still close to the free-slream value. As the flow continues,
collisions begin to dissociate the molecules and excite the internal states of the atoms and molecules.
These processes lower the heavy-particle kinetic temperature and cause the vibrational temperature to rise.
At some point the vibrational temperature reaches a peak value and begins to follow the kinetic temperature
as equilibrium is approached. Also, at some point significant numbers of electrons begin to be produced
and they play a major role in the electronic excitation process.
The total specific intensity of the gas from 2000 to 10,000/I, is also presented in figure 5. The spe-
cific intensity rises to a peak value and then begins to drop substantially as the flow relaxes toward
equilibrium. The large nonequilibrium overshoot in the radiation is due to the high temperatures and the
species present in the reacting region of the shock layer. The radiation above 2000 A is produced primar-
fly by diatomic species that exist in the reacting region, but disappear as equilibrium is approached, under
the AFE entry conditions. Below a wavelength of 2000 ]k the radiation is produced principally by atomic
nitrogen and oxygen.
The radiation emitted by the shock layer alters the energy distribution in the shock layer, heats the
vehicle, and produces the signal levels for the radiometric measurements. Thus, the impact of the radiation
on the flow field, the vehicle, and the signal levels must be carefully assessed. Under the flight conditions
of the AFE trajectory, the radiative heating load is expected to be a significant fraction of the total heat
load.
The problem of radiative energy transportis greatly simplified for two specialsituations: (1) the gas is
optically thick so that the photons are absorbed very close to the point where they are emitted and (2) the
gas is optically thin so that all photons emitted are lost from the flow field. In the case of an optically thick
gas, neither significant energy redistribution nor radiative transport occurs. In the case of an optically thin
gas, the radiation acts as a simple energy sink at each point in space, and vehicle heating can be calculated
in a straightforward manner by line-of-sight methods.
If the flow field on the AFE does not fall into either of these simple cases, then the very difficult gen-
eral radiative transport problem, which couples each point in the flow field to all other points, must be
solved or adequately approximated.
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Theabsorptioncoefficientof thegasin theflow field givesaqualitativeassessmentof theimportance
of radiativetransporton theflow-field solutionandtheradiativeheatingof thevehicle. Figure6 shows
thecalculatedabsorptioncoefficientfor thespectralregionfrom about1100to 3400/_, atapointon the
stagnationstreamlineshownin figure 5, nearthepeakof thespecificintensitycurve. The absorption
coefficientat longerwavelengthsdoesnot changetheconclusionsthatfollow. Theline width usedin
thesecalculationswas5/_ in orderto covera widewavelengthrange. Theactualline width,however,is
about0.05/_. Thus,peakabsorptioncoefficientvaluesshownheremustbeincreasedby abouta factorof
100to correspondto theactualpeakabsorptioncoefficients.
Multiplying thevaluesplottedin figure6 by 100still leavesthemaximumabsorptioncoefficientsin the
regionabove2000 ]_ less than 0.01 cm -1. This value indicates that the flow field above 2000/_, is
expected to be nearly optically thin, as the shock layer thickness is only about 15 cm.
The calculated absorption coefficients shown here below 2000/_ are produced principally by atomic
lines with a background of free-bound and free-free transitions. Across each atomic line the absorption
coefficient varies by several orders of magnitude. Near the line center where the radiation is most intense
the absorption coefficients, after again being multiplied by a factor of 100, are about 10.0 cm -1 or greater.
This calculation indicates that below 2000 A the gas is probably optically thick. The radiation emitted in
this spectral region, however, is so intense that even if only a small fraction of it reaches the vehicle sur-
face, it could produce a significant contribution to the total heat load. Therefore, the radiative transport in
this region of the spectrum must be examined in far greater detail to assess the importance of radiative
transfer on vehicle heating and on the energy redistribution in the shock layer.
Future radiative transport calculations will be improved in two important ways: (1) by including the
N2 band systems that transition to the ground state and emit significant radiation, and (2) by using more
accurate, higher-resolution spectral calculations. Most of the important N2 band systems that transition to
the ground state are shown in figure 7. Two of these systems, the fin'st and second Birge-Hopfield sys-
tems, are allowed transitions and will be included in future calculations. In addition, some of the stronger
forbidden transitions may also be included, such as the Vegard-Kaplan and Lyman-Birge-Hopfield
systems.
The inclusion of these N2 band systems will increase the specific intensity emitted by the gas below
2000/_,. However, because they involve the ground state of the N2 molecule and because the N2 concen-
tration is always fairly high under AFE flight conditions, it is expected that their contributions to the
absorption coefficient will be large and that they will cause the radiative transport to decrease.
By using more realistic line shapes and an improved method of calculating the wavelengths of rota-
tional lines, the radiative transport calculations wiU be improved by increasing the spectral resolution.
High-resolution calculations are necessary to ensure that the actual overlap of rotational and atomic lines
occurring in the flow field is handled correctly. The line width and shape under the AFE flight conditions
are determined principally by Doppler broadening. However, a range of line shapes, including some with
strong wings, will be explored to determine the sensitivity of the calculations to this parameter.
Accurate energy levels, or, equivalently, wavelengths or wavenumbers, will be calculated by direct
diagonalization of the Hamiltonlan matrices for the upper and lower states. The computer program devel-
oped to make these calculations at high spectral resolution is discussed in the following section.
COMPUTERPROGRAMFORHIGH-RESOLUTIONSPECTRALCALCULATIONS
The computer program for calculating high-resolution spectra is based on direct diagonalization of the
Hamilton]an matrix, which includes the matrix elements shown in figure 8. The matrix elements included
are those for the rotational energy and rotational distortion up to fourth order and fh'st-order spin-orbit
spin-spin, and spin-rotation interactions. The expressions shown are derived in Kov_ics (1969), except
for the Hv and Fv rotational terms. The general form of the rotational terms is given by Murai and
Shimauchi (1966). The spin-spin interaction between the lambda components of 31-Io substates has not
been included in the Hamiltonian matrix, but is included indirectly in the perturbation calculation of the
lambda splitting, to be discussed later.
The Hamilton]an matrix is developed for a single electronic state in Hund's case(a) basis functions.
That is, both A and :g are defined in the basis set, which is a realistic basis for the non.rotating molecule.
The transition from Hund's case(a) to case(b) as molecular rotation increases is produced by the off-diag-
onal terms in the Hamiltonian matrix. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix gives the energy levels
and the proper mix of the basis functions that defines the corresponding wave functions.
Lambda splitting of the energy levels is included in the analysis as a perturbation calculation, as shown
in figure 9. This calculation provides an estimate of the actual lambda splitting without having to build a
Hamilton]an matrix that involves several electronic states. The calculation uses the matrix S that diagonal-
izes the Hamiltonian matrix and the parameters CO, C1, C2, and C3 that are usually determined experi-
mentally. The expression for the lambda splitting of triplet states is given here, which is taken from Dixon
(1959). Kov_cs (1969) contains this expression without the C3 term, and similar expressions for the
singlet, doublet, and quartet cases.
The new computer program includes the Hamiltonian matrix as outlined above, the program by
Whiting (1973) to calculate the rotational line intensity factors of diatomic molecules, and the program by
Whiting, Arnold, and Lyle (1969) to generate a line-by-line spectrum for atoms and diatomic molecules.
The new program accurately calculates wavelengths and intensity factors for any spin-allowed transition,
generates a synthetic spectrum to high resolution, and plots the resultant spectrum. The extension to the
spin-forbidden case should be straightforward with due consideration to the cases in which the lambda
components are not of equal intensity.
The new program was tested by calculating the high-resolution spectrum of the (0,0) band of the
A 3I'I --> X 3y- transition of the NH molecule and comparing the calculated wavenumbers for the rota-
tional lines with the experimental data of Funke (1935 and 1936) and Dixon (1959). The difference
between the calculated and experimental values is shown in figure 10 for the P1 branch. The cutoff in the
spectrum at a rotational number of about 34 is due to rotational dissociation in the upper state.
The calculated results were made using the spectroscopic parameters determined by Dixon (1959),
Murai and Shimauchi (1966), and the present work. Notice the large change in scale for the y-axis when
using Dixon's parameters. For high rotational values the calculated results of both Mural and Shimauchi
and the present work deviate from the experimental data. This is due to the contributions of the higher-
order rotational constants (Hv and Fv) and lambda splitting parameters ((22 and C3), which are each quite
large, about 15 to 20 cm -1. Slight changes in these parameters can produce improved agreement in any
selected branch, but they degrade the agreement between theory and experiment in at least some of the
other branches. Generally, the agreement between the calculated and experimental values is good when
using the parameters determined by Mural and Shimauchi and by the present work.
Theparametersusedin thecalculationsareshownin TableI. Dixon'svalueswerebasedon therota-
tionaldistortionproducedonly by thediagonalDv matrixelements.Mural andShimauchidetermined
improvedrotationalconstants,andin thepresentwork wehavemadeslightadjustmentsto thecombined
parametersof Dixon andMural andShimauchi.Veseth(1972)alsoanalyzedthis transition,andhis
parametersareshownin TableI. His parameters, however, were determined using a more complete
Hamihonian matrix which included both the A 3rI and X 3_- states simultaneously. Thus, his "true"
parameters are not appropriate for the single-state Hamiltonian matrix used here, and also used by Dixon
and Mural and Shimauchi. Introducing his parameters into the present program produces an error of about
25 cm -1 at N" values near 30. The single-state parameters are considered to be "effective" parameters.
Three plots of the (0,0) NH band generated using the parameters from the present work are shown in
figure 11. All 27 branches are included in these plots, and some of the weak satellite branches can be seen
in the logarithmic plots.
The new program provides a powerful computational tool for generating high-resolution spectra for
any allowed transition and will be used to help understand the radiative transport in the AFE flow field
from 1000 to 2000/_. However, spectral programs such as this one still depend on the availability of
accurate spectroscopic parameters (e.g., the parameters discussed above for the energy levels and those
needed for absolute intensity calculations, such as the transition moments).
Previously, most spectroscopic parameters have come principally from experimental measurements.
However, a revolution in spectroscopy has occurred in the past 5 to 10 years and now many of these
parameters are calculated to high accuracy by theoretical methods. The reasons for this change have been
the development of high-speed, large-memory supercomputers and the highly sophisticated computer pro-
grams for solving the Schr6dinger equation for diatomic and triatomic molecules. One of the groups that
make such calculations is the Computational Chemistry Branch at Ames Research Center. This group and
some of its results are highlighted in the following section.
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY AT AMES RESEARCH CENTER
The research effort in computational chemistry at Ames Research Center was initiated in 1973 and was
organized as a separate research branch in 1985. This work continues to receive strong management sup-
port because the research closely supports the Center's major thrust in computational fluid dynamics, par-
ticularly at high temperatures, and because of its unique scientific capability within NASA. The Computa-
tional Chemistry Branch is a major user of the computational resources at the center. These resources
include a Cray X-MP in the Center's central computer facility and two Cray-2s in the Numerical Aerody-
namic Simulation (NAS) facility, which is a national facility for research in computational fluid dynamics
located at Ames.
The Computational Chemistry Branch carries out research in the two broad discipline areas shown in
Table II. These areas are gas-phase and gas-surface interactions. The gas-phase work is further subdi-
vided into molecular properties; reaction rates and scattering, and transport properties and cross sections.
The gas-surface work is subdivided into metallic and polymer surfaces. For each of these subdisciplines,
selected molecular systems or reactions that have been studied recently are listed to illustrate the broad
range of topics covered. Some of the work listed has not yet appeared in the literature.
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A detailedstudyof theaccuracyof themolecularpropertiescalculated,basedon theapproximations
used,hasbeenmadeby theAmesresearchers.Theproblemof whichconfigurationsto includein thecal-
culation(thecorrelationproblem)cannow beexaminedin depthbecausetheCray-2memorypermitsful!
configurationinteraction(CO,benchmarkcalculationsto bemade.For example,a full CI calculationon
theH20 moleculemadeby BauschlicherandTaylor (1986),included28million determinantsand
7 million configurations,which requiredabout70million wordsof fastmemory.This calculation
requiredabout10hoursof CPUtime. Suchbenchmarkcalculationsenabletheresultsfrom approximate
methodsto beevaluated.Somearefoundto give veryreliableresultsandalsoreducetheCPUtime
requiredto lessthan0.1%of thatrequiredfor afull CI calculation.
Thefull CI benchmarkcalculationshavealsoclearlyidentifiedlimitationsin previousbasissetsand
haveled to thedevelopmentof improvedbasissetsbasedonatomicnaturalorbitals. Thesenewbasissets
leadto resultsthat aresuperiorto anyprevioussetandalsomarkedlyreducethecomputertimerequired.
The techniquesdiscussedabovewereusedby Bauschlicheretal. (1987)andBauschlicherand
Langhoff (1987) to identify thegroundstatesof A12,andSi2,eventhoughtheseparationbetweenthetwo
loweststatesfor thesemoleculesis lessthan300cm-1. Thesecalculationsweremadein atwo-steppro-
cess.A full CI calculationwasmadein asmallbasissetto confmnthereliability of theapproximatetreat-
ment,andthentheapproximatetreatmentwascarriedout in anexpandedatomicnaturalorbitalbasisto
give accurateresults.
Thecalculationof reactionratesrequiresconsiderablemoretimethanthatfor thepropertiesof isolated
diatomicmolecules.Forexample,it takesabout50hoursof Cray-2timeto calculatethereactionratefor
therelativelysimpleN + 02 w> NO + Oreactionto anaccuracyof about10%,Jaffe,PattengiU,and
Schwenke(1988). The50 hoursbreaksdown to about49hoursto generatethepotentialsurfaceof the
N-N-O complexandabout1hourto performseveralthousandtrajectorycalculationson thesurfaceto give
reasonable reaction statistics. Of course, this does not count the large number of person-hours required to
make an analytic fit to the potential surface before the trajectory calculations can be made (Walch and Jaffe,
1987). Fitting the potential surface with analytic functions is one of the most difficult parts of the reaction-
rate problem and requires considerable skill and ingenuity.
The quality of the spectroscopic results obtainable is demonstrated by the recent publication of the
quintet states of N2 by Partridge et al. (1988). Their paper also indicates the way computational research
can augment and complement experimental research. A portion of their work on the quintet states is
included here to illustrate these points.
The lower electronic states of N2 arc shown in figure 12, which was taken from the paper by Partridge
et al. (1988). Here the energy of the states is shown as a function of the internuclear distance in Bohr
radii. Note that the curve for the X15"._ ground state extends 50,000 cm -1 below the bottom of the figure.
The quintet states calculated by Partridge et. al. are shown with the closely spaced vibrational levels. The
A.' 5_ state dissociates to ground state 4S nitrogen atoms, and the C" 5Hu state dissociates to 4S and 2D
mtrogen atoms.
The existence of these quintet states has been discussed in the literature for many years. However, the
only experimental evidence for the A' 5_ state is from the predissociation it induces in the B 3Hg and
alHg states (Douglas and Herzberg, 1951, and Lofthus and Krupenie, 1977) and for the C" 5Hu state is
the predissociation it induces in the C 3Hu state (Carroll and MuUiken, 1965). All previous theoretical
calculations of these states gave shallow potential wells with only one or two vibrational levels in the A'
state and less than half the well depth of the C" state shown here.
Thenewpotentialcurvesfor thequintetstatescalculatedby Partridgeet al.correctlyaccountfor the
observedpredissociationdataandprovidemuchnewinformationaboutthecomplexintersysteminterac-
tionsthatoccuramongtheN2states.Further,theyidentify for thefu-sttimethestatesinvolvedin the
HermannInfraredbandsystem.
TheHermannInfraredbandswerefirst observedby Hermann(1951)by a low currentdischargein N2
atliquid nitrogentemperature.CarrollandSayers(1953)determinedthatthebandswereformedeitherby
atriplet or aquintettransition. A comparisonof thebandpositionsandrelativeintensities(ascalculatedby
Partridgeet al.) with theexperimentalvaluesis shownin TableIU. Thecomparisonis remarkableand
demonstratesconclusivelythattheHermannInfraredsystemis producedby theC" 51-Iu--> A' 5y_
transition. Theirwork alsoshowsthatthis transitiondoesnotaccountfor theexpectedvery shorthfetime
of theC" state,andthusthemainpathwayfor deexcitationof thisstateremainsunknown.
Theidentificationof theHermannInfraredsystemis onlyoneof severalpuzzlesconcerningN2 that
thiswork hashelpedto understand.Perhapsthemostsophisticatedexplanationgivenis for theevidence
thattheA' 5y'_stateis aprecursorstatefor populatingtheB 3rig stateduring therecombinationof
ground-statenitrogenatoms.
Thepaperby Partridgeet al. is asuperbexampleof theoreticalspectroscopicanalysis. It alsoprovides
guidancefor futureexperimentalwork, suchaspossibleabsorptionmeasurementson theHermann
Infraredbandswhichmightidentify theprincipalpathwayfor deexcitationof theC" 51"Iustateandmore
fully explainthecombinedrolesof both theA' 5S'gandA 3_._statesin therecombinationof groundstate
mtrogenatoms.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Theproposeddevelopmentof advancedentryvehicles,suchastheNationalAero-SpacePlaneand
Aero-assistedOrbitalTransferVehicle,providesnewandchallengingproblemsto bestudiedandunder-
stood. Manyof theseproblemsarerelatedto the likelihoodthatlargeportionsof theflow field around
suchvehicleswill becharacterizedby chemicalandthermalnonequilibrium.
Further,theradiativeheatingwill beenhancedsignificantlybynonequilibriumeffectsandcanbea
significantportionof thetotalheatingload. In particular,adetailedstudyof theradiativetransportin the
vacuumultravioletregionbetween1000and2000A isnecessaryto assesstheimpactof radiativetransport
on theflow-field solutionandthevehicleheating.Suchastudymustbedoneat highspectralresolution
sothattheoverlapof atomicandmolecularrotationallinesis handledcorrectly. Thecomputationaltools
necessaryfor suchastudyhavebeendeveloped.
The solutionof manyof theproblemsencounteredin atmosphericentryhavebeen,andwill continue
to be,foundin theapplicationof spectroscopictechniquesandresults.TheComputationalChemistry
Branchat AmesResearchCenterishelpingto build thebaseof neededspectroscopicknowledgeandis
makingimportantcontributionsto theunderstandingof molecularpropertiesandprocessesby computa-
tional methods.
In closing, we expressour thanksto the HungarianAcademyof Sciencefor sponsoringthis con-
ferenceandhonoringourcolleague,friend,andteacher,ProfessorKov_ics.
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TABLE I. - SPECTROSCOPIC PARAMETERS FOR NH A3rI --> X3]_ - TRANSITION USED IN
CALCULATIONS SHOWN IN FIGURES 10 AND 11, VALUES IN cm "1
A3[] STATE
Parameter Dixon (1966) Murai and Shimauchi (1966) Veselh (1972) Present
Bo 16.3221 16.3181 16.3018 16.3181
Do 17,58 x 10 .4 17.78 x 10 .4 17.80 x 10 '4 17.78 x 10 .4
Ho - 7.80 x 10 "s 9.9 x 10 a 7.80 x 10 "a
Fo - - -13.0 x 10 "12 -1.30 x 10 "12
A -35.02 Dixon -34.79 -34.72-.007J(J+l )
- - -0.149 0.
",/ 0.04 Dixon 0.0063 0.04
C o -2.63 Dixon Dixon -2.75
C 1 -0.005 Dixon Dixon -0.005
C 2 0.0318 Dixon Dixon 0.0318
C 3 -1.30 x 10 .5 Dixon Dixon -1.30 x 10 .5
A3_'STATE
Bo 16.3454 16.3447 16.3748 16.3447
DO 16.85 x 104 16.99 x 10 .4 17.097 x 104 16.99 x 10.4
Ho - 10.48 x 10 "8 10.47 x 10 8 10.48 x 10 "s
Fo - - -7.0 x 10 "12 O.
0.618 Dixon 0.557 0.618
y °0.053 Dixon ..0.0114 -0.053
Band Origin 29777.09 - - 29777.50
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TABLE II.- COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY BRANCH AT AMES RESEARCH CENTER WI L'iTI
SELECTED SYSTEMS THAT HAVE BEEN EXAaMINED RECENTLY
Gas Phase Gas - Surface Interactions
1. Atomic and Molecular Properties 1. Metallic Surface
% H2° N#2 S'2
N% A,2 Ni(N2), Fell
OH AI C NCOI Cu2
N2 AI H Ni(CQ) 4 Cu 3
CN AI N F F-
Bet3 Be55
Small AI Clusters
(C 5HsV )2C 8H8
2. Reaction Rales and Scattering
Ca-+- HF ---, CaF+ H
N_-O 2 ----, NO+O
O_-N --* NO+O
2
H2+H+H --* H2+H 2
e + N2(v) _ e + N2(v" )
e+N 2 X_'g _ e+N 2 A3T;,
2
N2(v)÷N2(v') _ N2(v") +N÷N
-.e N2(v" ) + N2(v'° )
W3&u , alrIg)
2. Polymer Surface
Polycarbonate (100.000 segments)
Polyethylene
Polyimide
O(3p) + C3H8 -'%H80" -_ C3H7 + OH(2 _)
3. Transport Properties and Cross Sections
N + - N
+
O -O
N -O
Air
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TABLE IT[.- B,4aND POSITIONS AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF THE HERMANN INFRARED
SYSTEM TAKEN FROM PARTRIDGE ET AL. (1988)
BAND POSITIONS (nm) RELATIVE INTENSITIES
BAND THEORY EXPERIMENT THEORY EXPERIMENT
0-0 806 a 806 3.5 4.0
0-1 855 855 1.0 b 1.0
0-2 907 907 0.6
0-3 961 963 0.3
0-4 1016 1023 0.1
1-0 753 752 6.0 b 6.0
1-1 795 795 0.2
1-2 840 840 0.7 <0.5
1-3 886 887 1.6
1-4 933 938 1.4
2-0 708 706 10.0 b 10.0
2-1 745 744 8.8 8.0
2-2 783 783 6.6 5.0
2-3 824 824 0.3 <0.5
2-4 864 868 0.7
3-0 668 667 1.5 b 1.5
3-1 701 700 10.4 9.0
3-2 736 735 0.6 <0.5
3-3 771 771 4.8 3.0
3-4 806 809 2.5
a THE 04) BANDS WERE SHIFTED_NTO COINCIDENCE; THIS
REQUIRED A SHIFT OF 559 cm -_ IN THE THEORETICAL T a.
b THESE BANDS WERE NORMALIZED TO EXPERIMENT BY
ADJUSTING THE VIBRATIONAL POPULATIONS. THIS
REQUIRES THAT THE RELATIVE POPULATIONS OF
v' - 0-3 BE 0.073, 0.295, 1.00, AND 0.72S, RESPECTIVELY.
.'.;3;NAL FAGE IS
OF.. POOR QUALITY
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Figalre 1.- Artist's conception of National Aero-Space Plane (NASP).
Figure 2.- Artist's conception of a possible design for the Aero-assisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle (AOTV).
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Figure3.- Aero-assistFlight Experiment(AFE) vehicleasit enterstheEarth'satmosphere.
Figure4.- A tentativemissionprofile for theAFE.
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Figure 6.- Calculated absorption coefficient at a point on the AFE stagnation streamline,
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A. Allowed Transitions
.,1_. 1_.
1. b T,.u -X Tg
1 1 +
2. b rlu-X _'g
First Birge - Hopfield
Second Birge - Hopfield
{3, Forbidden Transitions
1. A3_-xl_,; V_a,d-Kaplan
2 B3FIg-Xly; Wilkinson
3. W3 & u -xl T; Saum-Benesch
4. B' 3 _-u - X l:E; Ogawa-Tanaka-Wilkinson
5. alrlg -xlT; Lyman-Birge-Hopfield
1 1 +
6. w A u -X :E:g Tanaka
7. a'1 T_U- xl:E; Ogawa-Tanaka-Wilkinson-Mullikan
Figure 7.- N2 band systems involving the ground state.
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For: Singie State (_, rI. ',, etc.)
&A =0
Hund's case (a)
121= A 1-Z
-+ -'> _2 = A + _-1
Z A
Hij -=H(AEi; A% )= ( >.SZi; J£i HiJ_.:! ASz.! >
Spin - Orbit" HS°(AZ; AT_)= AAZ
Spin - Spin: HSS(AZ;; ,'_ = L3T.. 2 - SiS + 1)]
$r
Spin - Rotation: H (AE;,'_) =y[_:2 - S(S+ I)]
$r __ 1/2H (,_.; A£_-. 1)=- [S(S+ 1) -T.(Z+ 1)} [J(J+ 1) -£z(_+ 1)]
Rotational Energy and Distortion :
RP(A_'i; AZj )= BvM - Ov M2 + Hv M3 + Fv M4 +".
Where:
M(.,_..; AZ) = J(J + 1) _Q2 +S(S+ 1) _£2
1/2
M(A£; AZ+I) = [8(S + 1) - tr( _+ 1)]
M2=M°M
M3= M2 °M
4 3
M =M *M
(etc .)
1/2
[J(J + 1) - _(£__+ 1)]
1/2
Figure 8.- Hamiltonian matrix elements.
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_vF IJl=CoS _ _CIS 1 FS2, F-,,/2J{J _- 1)
e-! .F ,
f 2 ,- ............ ]
+:"CL2 _C3JIJ +1}11S2.FJ(J+I)+2S_. 1, FS3, FV'IJ -1UIJ-1)(J _2_j
Where:
F = 1, 2 or 3 indicates spin substate
: Lambda Doubling in F substate
E F F
= c-E
S Matrix elements of the matrix
I,F =
S that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian Matrix
i.e.. E: S- 1HS
Figaare 9.- Perturbation expression for lambda splitting in triplet states (Dixon, 1959).
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Figure 10 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CALCULATED AND
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Figure 10.- Difference between calculated and experimental wavenumbers for the rotational lines in the
(0,0) band of the A 3I'I _> X3_. ° transition in NH. Experimental data from Dixon (1959).
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